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ABSTRACT 
This paper argues against the extensive use of multiple-choice tests to evaluate any 

subject. Whenever student's knowledge of a particular topic requires a reasoning process (or 
high-order skills), it is demonstrated that multiple choice test is a discrete metrics that induces 
a coarse topology for such a knowledge set. Accordingly, knowledge involving reasoning 
processes is not properly evaluated making use this kind of test. In contrast, whether it is in-
quired memorizing abilities (or low-order skills), multiple-choice tests is found to be a suit-
able test. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider two topics to be examined: “the name of the rivers that flow into the 

Atlantic ocean” and “the consequences of increasing money and production on prices.” Con-
sider the knowledge of each of these topics as two sets. Learning is the process to create sub-
sets (or partitions) of a knowledge set the finer as possible, through some effort by students as 
well with teaching explanations and materials at hand. Teachers expect from students some 
standards on the subdivisions of the knowledge set. Exams intend to gauge the extent of these 
subsets in an ordering sorting, by a qualitative scoring (e.g., A, B, C, D, E), or a quantitative 
one (e.g., out of 10, or out of 20). This is undertaken by measuring the distance between the 
teacher’s target subdivision and the student’s subdivision achieved. Several tests may be used 
for scoring, that is, for finding this distance. One of the most extensive type of exams made 
used to evaluate students knowledge is Multiple-choice test. In this paper it is argued that 
multiple choice tests may not be a suitable for measuring the student’s partition of the knowl-
edge set, whenever a reasoning development is required to find a correct answer; that would 
be the case of ‘the consequences of increasing money and production on prices.”. In contrast, 
it may be better suited for those knowledge sets such that memorize elements of the set is re-
quired for correct answer, such as “the name of the rivers that flow into the Atlantic ocean.” 

Arguments supporting Multiple-Choice tests. 

Teachers used to rely on multiple choice test because of their objectivity and reliabil-
ity. The multiple-choice test format is considered to be an objective format that requires intel-
lectual discrimination skills, and to be a versatile test capable of probing a variety of areas and 
different types of cognitive activities, such as acquisition of knowledge, understanding, appli-
cation, analysis and evaluation. See Marshall and Hales (1971), or Green (1975). It can be 
machine-scored extremely quickly, reliably, and cheaply when large num- bers of students are 
involved. The detractors in the traditional multiple-choice items are constructed so that they 
can provide information about the kinds of mistakes that students make and afford useful di-
agnostic information. Teachers will know how the incorrect choices are selected based on the 
kinds of errors that students are likely to make. 

On the other hand, this format is criticized since student scores can be improved by 
training in test-taking techniques and such improvement reflects an enhanced ability to do 
multiple-choice tests rather than any increase in other abilities, such as language. 
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The difficulty to evaluate high-order skills through a multiple-choice test. 

There are several skills that should not be evaluated with multiple-choice tests. Al-
though reliability declines, the validity of such tests could rise. This is the case of higher-
order skills which involve critical evaluation, recognition of unstated assumptions, derivation 
of generalizations and conclusions, an application of ideas to new situations. In a number of 
curricular areas (e.g., English composition, reading and mathematics) there is a tendency for 
the constituent lower order skills to be measured more reliably than are the higher order skills 
in the domain. That is, a reading test might place heaviest emphasis on the lower order skills, 
where an ideal criterion might place its heaviest emphasis on the higher order skills. 
Topology and evaluating tests. 

Usually teachers find themselves with the difficulty of measure intangible “objects” 
like the student’s knowledge of a particular topic. Several type of tests could measure any 
students particular skill or knowledge about some particular topic. Metric spaces theory al-
lows us to make measurement in spaces that are not necessary norm spaces (i.e., in sets where 
neither additivity of elements nor proportionality is necessary). Hence, whenever we are 
evaluating students we are assigning some score to a single student’s abstract space of a par-
ticular knowledge. Such mathematical tool also allows us to formalize different systems of 
evaluation to students. The issue is that metric spaces used by teachers (i.e., the evaluating 
process of scoring) rely inequivocally on the type of test involved. That is, the metrics associ-
ated to a particular test induces a topology space. Thus, different tests could induce coarser or 
finer topology space on the knowledge of a particular topic set. One of the most popular tests 
in education is multiple-choice test. This note concentrates on the discrete metrics and on 
multiple-choice test. 

2. EVALUATING STUDENTS’ KNOWLEDGE SET 
A point to highlight at the metrics d is that it is defined in any arbitrary set M. That is, 

function d measure distances between two elements of the set M. Now, the set M does not 
need to be a set of tangible or physical elements. That is, two cities, two planets, two vortex of 
a swimming pool, etc. For example, the set M could be “tastes”, Yi (1993), Estévez et al, 
(1995) or Beardon (1997); “semantic structures”, Romney et al, (1996), “happiness”... or 
“knowledge”. In fact that is what everyday teachers evaluate when we examine our students: 
we measure in every question the distance between some student’s knowledge to a point of 
the knowledge set the teacher consider to be the correct one. So, when we examine a student 
and we assign him a mark, in fact we are mapping from a non physical nor tangible set -the 
knowledge set- onto the set of real numbers (usually between 0 and 10 in some countries, 0 
and 20 in others) or onto a categorical set of letters (usually between E and A-plus). 

Multiple-Choice Test and Discrete Metrics. 

Obviously, as this set is “not physical”, the evaluation function (distance function d) is 
subjective (i.e., depends on teacher criteria). Let us concentrate in a kind of exam where the 
subjectivity of the evaluation is supposed to be lower: the multiple-choice test. 

Let be a question with a set of multiple possible answers: a − b − c − d, where only 
one of them is correct. Let us suppose that answer b is that one. If a student chooses answer b, 
the distance between the correct answer and the one marked by the student is 0 (i.e., d(b, b) = 
0). Any other mark is at the same distance, it is “equally far”, from the correct answer (e.g., 
d(b, y) = 1 for y = a, c, d). That is, at the multiple-choice exam teacher is using discrete met-
rics in her evaluation. 
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Hence, discrete distance is the metrics of “knows / does not know”. Leaving other 
considerations aside concerning this kind of evaluation is good or not, it is worth of mention-
ing that this metrics does not distinguish intermediate knowledge between “nothing is known” 
and “perfect understanding”. That is, the topology induced by this metrics is coarse. For ex-
ample, if answer a is almost correct, and answer c is a “nonsense”, different students answer-
ing both “incorrect answers” receive the same penalty. So, a multiple-choice test should be 
undertaken when the “evaluated knowledge” must be the closer to the “required knowledge”. 
This could be the case of a language test1 or if basic principles and concepts of some topic are 
evaluated. 

In order to build up a finer topology in the space of student’s knowledge, the teacher 
could weight incorrect answers. This should make some kind of a better discrimination of 
student’s knowledge. 

3. SOME EXTENSIONS 
Other types of exams and evaluations could be analyzed in the same terms, and to 

study if the metrics used generates a finer topology than multiple-choice exams. Perhaps short 
answer exam or general questions to performance generate a finer topology. Perhaps, the fin-
est topology would be generated by oral exams, with the possibility to relate several topics. 
Obviously, the goal of the knowledge evaluation should outcome a type of the exam. 

Another extension would be analyzed the relationship between “type of exam chosen” 
and “time spent in correcting the exams.” There is a trade-off among the time to correct and a 
fine topology. A very fine topology requires lots of time spent on correcting or evaluating 
(e.g., oral exams). So, an optimal type of exam could optimize the finer topology and mini-
mize the time “wasted” in its correction, which depends on the number of students to be 
evaluated. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
An application of metric spaces and topological spaces are made to the abstract space 

of knowledge where the metrics is any evaluation test. The main finding is that multiple-
choice test is not a good evaluation of students’ knowledge since the discrete metrics used 
generates a coarse topology in the space of knowledge. A multiple-choice test should be un-
dertaken whenever the “evaluated knowledge” must be the closer to the “required knowl-
edge”. To discriminate among intermediate knowledge this type of test is not a very good 
choice, except in the case that the “time to correct exams” weight strongly. 
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APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL INTRODUCTION: METRIC SPACES AND TOPO-
LOGICAL SPACES 

Definition. Gemignani (1972, p.16). Let M be any set. A real function d from M × M 
onto R is said to be a metric on M if it verifies four properties: 

 1. d(x, y) ≥ 0, for all x, y in M ; 

 2. d(x, y) = d(y, x), for all x, y in M ; 

 3. d(x, y) = 0, if and only if x = y; 

 4. d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y), for all x, y, z in M . 

A set M with metric d is said to be a metric space, and may be denoted by (M, d). A 
well known metrics is the Euclidean metric defined onto R2 where the also well known Pita-
goras’ Theorem is used. The metric space is (R2, d2) where 

 d2(x, y) = [(x1 − y1 )2 + (x2 − y2 ) 2] ½ 

with x = (x1 , x2) and y = (y1 , y2 ). Another metrics is the discrete metric. It is defined by 
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At this distance any point –any element belonging to M – different from x is “equally 
far” from point x. (See Figure 1.) 

Any metrics d induce a topology c. So a metric space (M, d) induce a topological 
space (M, τd). A topology τd is a subset of the set of the parts of M : P(M) (i.e., the set of 
every subset of M ). A topology is a set of elements called “open”. Hence, the members of τd 
are then said to be τ -open subsets of M, or merely open subsets of M. 

Definition. Gemignani (1972, p.40) Let M be any set. A collection τ of subsets of M is 
said to be a topology on M if the following axioms are satisfied: 
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1. M , empty in τd. 

2. If Ui in τd then the union of all Ui, with i in A, belongs to τd, with A an arbitrary set 
     of indexes. 

3. If Ui in τd then the intersection of all Ui, with i in A, belongs to τd, with I a finite set 
     of indexes. 

It is said that a topology is “fine”, in opposite to “coarse” topology, if it has more open 
elements: that is, if τ included τ ′ then τ ′ is finer than τ . 

Figure 1: Discrete metrics 
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